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I hope Mrs. Laidlaw does not want for anything that
she can get from the garden or elsewhere.
TO DAmEL TERRY, ESQ.
8th February, 1818.
my dear terry,—Yours arrived, unluckily, just
half an hour after my packet was in the post-office, so
this will cost you 9c£., for which I grieve. To answer
your principal question first, — the drama is
"Yours, Terry, yours in every thought."
I should never have dreamed of making such an attempt
in my own proper person; and if I had such a vision, I
should have been anxious to have made it something of
a legitimate drama, such as a literary man, uncalled upon
by any circumstance to connect himself with the stage,
might have been expected to produce. Now this is just
what any gentleman in your situation might run off, to
give a little novelty to the entertainment of the year, and
as such will meet a mitigated degree of criticism, and
have a better chance of that productive success, which is
my principal object in my godson's behalf. If any time
should come when you might wish to disclose the secret,
it will be in your power, and our correspondence will
always serve to show that it was only at my earnest re-
quest, annexed as the condition of bringing the play for-
ward, that you gave it your name — a circumstance
which, with all the attending particulars, will prove
plainly that there was no assumption on your part.
A beautiful drama might be made on the concealment
of the Scotch Kegalia during the troubles. But it would
interfere with the democratic spirit of the times, and
would probably
	" By party rage,
Or right or wrong1, be hooted from the stage."
1 Sligh% altered from Dr. Johnson's Prologue to the comedy of A
Word to the Wise.

